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Another
senator
resigns
his post

University chokes on "Barforama"
Four-way Function leads to an investigation

By Kevin Strong

0
0
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University officials are hoping that a function attended last spring by Kappa Sigma and Sigma Nu fraternities and Gamma Phi
and Kappa Alpha Theta sororities will not further divide Greek residences from the campus.

By Geoffrey Patrick
Staff Writer
A function on Union Avenue last
spring named "Ski Barforama" drew
university officials' attention to the issue
of fraternity and sorority drinking, and
also caused concern about ethical and
legal issues involved.
"On Saturday, February 25, 1989,
Kappa Sigma Fraternity hosted a fourway function with Sigma Nu Fraternity,
and the Gamma Phi Beta and Kappa
Alpha Theta sororities," Assistant
Director of Residential Life John
McGuire said in a report to the dean of
students' office wrapping up the
investigation of this incident.
"A day of skiing was followed by an
informal function," said McGuire. "The
title 'Barforama' was proposed and
intended as a 'spoof of the stereotypical
fraternity function." However, some
people seem to have taken the function
theme a bit more figuratively.
The report, which was dated May 30,
went on to say, "Although not

sanctioned by the chapters, not officially
a part of the function, and not occurring
in the public area of the function, at least
four individuals did participate in beer
bong races and did purposely regurgitate."
The incident came under the
university's eyes when an independent
student, "Quite intoxicated and cause for
great concern on the part of the resident
assistants involved," was removed from
the function and returned to his residence
hall by Security Services, said the report.
The student was uninvited, and after
refusing to comply with requests to leave
the function, fraternity members called
security. His description to the residence
assistants of the activities of the four
individuals at the party led to the
initiation of the Four Way Function
Investigation, which McGuire's report
was the culmination of.
Soon after getting word of the
function's theme and nature, the
university voiced its disapproval in
letters to the fraternities and sororities, as
well as to the Intra-Fraternity Council

(IFC) and the Panhellenic Conference.
IFC disciplined the fraternities by putting
them both on two week alcohol
probation, said the report. The
Panhellenic Conference found each of the
sororities negligent on being involved in
the naming of the function and in
choosing to participate.
Also, the university will review each
of the four chapters during the course of
fall semester to ensure that function
themes are made with consideration for
how they portray Greeks and the
university to the larger public, and that
members are "more careful with the
manner in which a chapter is affiliated
with a potentially questionable activity."
The report called for no further
disciplinary action beyond the measures
IFC and Panhellenic had already taker:.
When enrolling in the university, all
University of Puget Sound studens agree
to abide by the University Honor Code.
When a student breaks or is suspewd to
have broken these rules, he/she must
See Ski Barforama page 3

News Editor
Less than two weeks after Kris Gavin
resigned from ASUPS (Associated
Students of the University of Puget
Sound) Senate,
Eric Schoen has
done the same.
Schoen, who
has served on
Senate since last
October, cited
two main
reasons for his
Eric Schoen
resignation.
"In a nut shell, I resigned because I
need money and also because I felt I
wasn't doing much on senate," said
Schoen.
Schoen further explained that in
order to have enough money to pay for

'In a nut shell, I
resigned because I
need money and
also because I felt I
wasn't doing much
on senate.'
school, he had to take a job that
conflicted with the senate's schedule.
He then added that he thinks his
decision is best for all involved.
"I don't feel guilty for what I did,"
said Schoen. "I had to do it for me, and I
also don't think I am hurting the senate
by resigning."

Passages program featured in national newspaper
By Natalie McNair
Staff Writer
The Chronicle of Higher Education
ran an article in yesterday's issue that
featured Puget Sound's Prelude and
Passages orientation program as a model
for other schools to follow.
The article, "U. of Puget Sound
Freshman Orientation Mixes Outdoor
Fun With Academic Work 7 and Helps
Boost the Graduation Rate," said that in
addition to allowing freshmen to "make
friends and develop social lives without
having to join fraternities and sororities,"
Prelude and Passages also helps increase
the graduation rate and cut the number of
The University of Puget Sound's Passages program is getting rave reviews from the freshmen on probation.
national media. Here Passages leaders Arden Maynard and Bob Stremba greet Freshmen "The proportion of entering students
who graduate from the university four
who are arriving at the basecamp.

years later has increased from 52 percent
in 1984 to 63 percent in 1989. The
proportion of freshmen put on academic
probation has declined from 16 percent in
academic 1984-85 to less than eight
percent last year," the article said.
Michele Collison, the author of the
article, spent three days attending
orientation activities, including an
afternoon and morning attending Prelude
courses and a day at the camp talking
with Passages students.
"She had never been in the Pacific
Northwest before and thought it was
wonderful out here. She had a great time
at Prelude and Passages. She wants to
come back again sometime," said Greg
Brewis, Director of Public Relations for
See Passages page 3
:
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People in the News

•In brief

Earlier this week, Assistant Dean of Students Henry Johnson locked
himself out of his office (more than once) and was admitted by Security
Services.

IFC's $600 helps send Thabo home

Much to the joy of the campus, Cracklin' Oat Bran cereal will be returning
to food service according to Food and Safety Committee member and
Senator Allison Anderson. Responding to her fellow senator's excitement
over the announcement at the last formal senate meeting, Anderson was
heard to proclaim "sorority sisters unite!!" This comment was later
stricken from the meeting's minutes.

The Interfratemity Council pledged $600 toward the fare needed to send
Thabo Mokoena, a South African exchange student back home. Thabo
approached student groups and other charitable organizations to aid in the
fund raising, but none responded. Thabo has not seen his country or his
parents in four years, and concerned about the recent unrest in South
Africa,wants to return. The IFC challenges all other campus
organizations to match its pledge.

The sophomore BLP Micro Economic class on the second floor of Jones
was reportedly visited by a black dog earlier this week. Hey, it's news.
Do animals ever come to your class?

Spring internships are available

Compiled by Lisa M. Colby, Editor

Spring internships for seniors interested in enrolling in the academic
internship program are available.
According to Ron Albertson, of the Academic and Career Advising
Department, the program involves a part-time job pacement, as well as
enrollment in a senior seminar for academic credit. Most are unpaid, but
several pay a small wage or stipend. For more information contact
Albertson at 756-3337.
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Fall Campus Day is this Saturday
Over 400 high school seniors and their parents arc expected to be on
campus this Saturday for Fall Campus Day.
Events are scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m. and continue through 2:30
p.m. Among the events planned arc student guided campus tours and a
keynote address delivered by economics professor Kate Sterling. In
addition, faculty members will present "mini-courses" in various
subjects in order to acquaint students with college lecture styles.

ForauAJmsty2-forA
deal.bringftscouponto

swensenv
EXPIRES :OCT.15 1989
1620 S. Mildred St. suite]
James Center 565 - 8336

visit

"TCBY"

Celebrate summer in the SUB
Celebrate the coming of summer at the second Club Rendezvous in
the Club Rendezvous room next to The Pizza Cellar, May 3 from 4
p.m. to 11 p.m.
Faculty members arc encouraged to bring their favorite senior.
The event will be held in conjunction with an ASUPS Dance in the
Rotunda, which starts at 9 p.m. Volunteers for the event are needed.
For more information, call ASUPS at 756-3600.

Located on
9th St
Across arum
the
Fairground

The Countryt Best }bort .

at
'The Puyallup Fair
1

S. A. T. Instructors ( art-time on cam us) wanted
Dynamic, eclectic sophomores or juniors needed to
teach in the nation's best program. Small classes, $ 10/Hr
to start, paid training. 650+ M or 600+ V score required.
Call ASAP (Course starts Sept. 24th)
- The Princeton Review, Seattle, 325-1341.

...international
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvadorempowered right-wing government of Alfredo Cristiani has made some
headway into the problems relating to negotiations with the Marxist
FMLN rebels. The nine-year old civil war was a diplomatic dead-end for
the centrist Duarte regime due to military and power elite foot dragging.
Now the FMLN leaders believe that they can settle with the new
leaders and have listed a set of demands for a peace settlement. The
demands include; secure participation in future elections, and amnesty
for those who lay down their arms. As a show of good faith, the rebels
have stopped Land mining and economic sabotage.
BOGOTA, Columbia - The recently re-enacted policy of
extradition from Columbia finally has something to show for itself.
Eduardo Martinez, a major player in the Medellin cartel was kidnapped
and moved to Atlanta last Wednesday, where he faces 125 charges of
money laundering. Triumphant DEA officials in Washington applauded
the courage of the Columbian president, Virgilio Barco, and his show
of force in the fight to clean up the nation. Meanwhile in Bogota, three
spouses of the investigators involved in making the arrest were shot and
hung two days after the deportation. Undaunted by the success, some
observers see the deportations as a short-lived show of U.S. force, that
could eventually displace Barco by revolution.
YORBA LINDA, California - The birthplace of Richard
Nixon has decided to make his birthday a local holiday in deference to
their most famous son. Citing his courageous treatment of the
Watergate affair, the councilmen voted in Jan. 9 as a holiday.
Compiled by
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EFFECTIVE
9/14 — 9/20

FLAKEY JAKE'S
1/3 LB. BURGER
you build it your way, on a delicious, freshly baked
and the pile on your
Flakey Jake's Sesame Seed Bun
favorite condiments from over 29 condiments from our super
fresh selection
*. . . WITH PURCHASE OF A FLAKEY JAKE'S
BURGER OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE,
at Regular Menu Price.
6409 6TH AVENUE • TACOMA

G. Wesley Meyer

11TP... suf.. miptery.
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By Derek A. Taylor
Staff Writer
One of the major draws of the
University of Puget Sound is said to be
the diversity of its programs. Such
variety is seen in the school's athletic
teams. In addition to the staples such as
football, basketball and baseball, the
school offers activities less common to
the Northwest. In past years the lacrosse
team has exemplified this scope.
However, this year a problem with field
scheduling has arisen which has the
potential to hinder, if not end, the
lacrosse club.
For the past several years, the men's
and women's lacrosse teams have
competed against other schools from
throughout the Pacific Northwest. At
home they played and practiced on Todd
Field and, up until last year, there had
been no insurmountable problems. But
then Tacoma experienced a record
breaking rainfall. The field already had a

Ski Barforama

from page 1
abide by the decisions of the Honor
Court, or if the student chooses, the dean
of students staff.
The Honor Code is also intended to
apply to some organizations as well as to
individuals. Fraternities and sororities are
among the organizations. For dealing
with the Greek system, the university
usually goes through IFC and
Panhellenic. This procedure is aimed at
giving the Greeks some form of self
regulation, said McGuire, who is the
University's advisor to the greek system
as well as assistant director of residential
life. However, he says this is a privilege
the university gives the system, not a
right.
Overall, McGuire is pleased with the
performance of IFC and Panhellenic. "We
need to trust that the greek system is
capable of handling its own problems,"
he said.
There is little dispute that the "Ski
Barforama" was indeed a violation of the
Honor Code. The Alcohol Policy, to

history of drainage problems, and this
excessive water turned it into a puddle.
With the added stress of the lacrosse
teams running on it, the field was
destroyed.
Over the summer, Todd Field
underwent major reconstruction, with an
emphasis on drainage. This construction
was completed during the summer, and
by the time students began to return, the
first blades of grass were rising. In order
to keep people off the field, pink
streamers were set up.
According to John Robbin, Manager of
Grounds and Custodial Services, the
boundaries will stay up until November
1, whereupon the field will be opened for
use.
This use extends to student recreational
use, as well as that of the softball team,
but not for the lacrosse club. The
university will only allot time and space
for four games, all to be held at Baker
Stadium. For practices and scrimmages,
which adherence is stipulated by the
Honor Code, applies in at least two
ways. Article C states that
advertisements for events may not
implicitly or explicitly promote the
consumption of alcohol. In addition,
article E6 says that "drinking games that
encourage excessive consumption or
other encouragements to alcohol abuse"
may not be an aspect of the event.
"The general principle we try to follow
is not to interfere unless a person's
behavior poses a threat to himself or
someone else," said Dean of Students
David Dodson about the role of the
Honor Code. He said that the university's
actions following the "Ski Barforama"
function were very appropriate. "The
university is not about drinking," said
Dodson.
Passages from page 1
Puget Sound.
Brewis said that last spring, in order to
break into the popular media, the
university developed a National Media
Relations division of public relations.

Quotable Quotes
"It just balanced me out a little."
Miss Oregon Lynette Boggs, explaining to reporters
at the Miss America pageant in Atlantic City, New
Jersey why she decided to have a 'boob job'.

"We can take the whole (freshman) class
to the woods without their hair dryers."
Dean of Students David Dodson commenting on
the University of Puget Sound's Passages
orientation program to The Chronicle of Higher
Education.

"Apartheid is like a principle of existence"
Junior Thabo Mokoena remarking on the
conditions in South Africa.

"It knocked the air right out of me."
Alaskan Cherie Kelly after learning Nordstrom
plans on closing its Fairbanks store.

"...lacrosse (is one of the sport's the
university) makes easy to play...high

quality facilities are available for your use."
- The 1989 University of Puget Sound Viewbook

uosiap uy eu iele

Lacrosse team prohibited from using Todd Field

Unless administrators change their minds, lacrosse will never again be played on Todd
Field.
all fields except Todd are already spoken
"Lacrosse is no rougher than soccer or
for. And because university
football, but when the field is soaked as
administrators have decided lacrosse is
it was last year, it's bound to come
apart."
too harsh on Todd Field, neither team
At present, all sides appear to agree
will be allowed to use it.
Lacrosse club member Jed Feltis,
that a settlement in the near future is not
likely.
however, disagrees.
The university hired Stephan Claiborne
as its director. Claiborne predicts the
types of stories education writers will be
interested in.
"Early in the summer he [Clairborne]
sent education writers across the nation a
press release on Prelude and Passages,"
said Brewis. The Chronicle and The
Education Record, which will run an
article about Prelude and Passages in
October, received those releases and took
note of them.
"We're working on building a
relationship with those magazines and
newspapers [popular media like Time
and Newsweek] right now, and stories
like The Chronicle story help us in
selling our stories to the mass media,"
said Brewis. "The story is important to
the university because it's a third party
verification of the value of our programs.
It's much more meaningful for The
Chronicle of II igher Education, or
hopefully someday Time or Newsweek,
to say that we have good or interesting
programs than it is for us to say that

ourselves."

Corrections
It is the intention of The Trail that
its stories be fair and accurate. If an error
does occur we want to correct it as soon
as possible. If you have a question or
comment about a story, please call
756-3278.
A quote in a story last week discussing
the pep band was attributed to Arden
Maynard. In actuality, Jennifer Baker
asked Athletic Director Richard Ulrich:
"If you are going to send basketball
teams to Hawaii, and not bring the spirit
of pep band to the students, why should
it be put on student government's
shoulders?"
The fall internships reported in last
week's Trail are no longer available.
However, internships for spring semester
are available. For information on them
please see "Spring internships are
available" in the "in brief' section of
today's paper.

"The (East German) upper class lives well,
but everyone else suffers. If you say
anything about it, you go to prison and
that's it. There are lines in front of every shop,
but we no longer call them lines; they are
now 'socialist waiting collectives."
29 year old Karstan Ziemann, an East German
border guard, commenting on his homeland after
he and over 10,000 other East Germans escaped to
Austria via Hungary.

"Saying 'no' won't make you a nerd."
President George Bush discussing drugs with school
children.
Attention all freshman women
interested in Rush:
Rush counselors will be visiting
the dorm lounges on Sunday,
Sept. 17, at 7pm.

Hope to see you there!
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Ashland festival is much
ado about everything
By Jim Bohn

Entertainment Editor

For lovers of The Bard, (that's
Shakespeare, for all you Barnaby Jones
fans) there is evidently no place like
Ashland, Oregon during the theater
season. I say evidently because I have
never been to Ashland during the
season, but one person who does make
it nearly every year is Peter Greenfield,
an English professor here at Puget
Sound.
For the last few years, Greenfield has
alternated with Florence Sandler in
helping to coordinate and travel with
theater buffs who, for the most part,
are alumni.
Ashland has been home to the
Shakespeare Festival for over fifty
years, ever since Angus L. Bowmer
founded the yearly event. The name
implies that the theater fare at Ashland
is strictly interpretations of
Shakespeare's plays, but there is a wide
variety each season.
"You see a mixture of things, that's
part of the attraction of it," Greenfield
said of the festival, which offers styles
that range from avant garde to
contemporary classics, besides the ever
present host of Shakespeare plays.
"Often we'll go down and see six
plays in three or four days, and
frequently that means you've seen
some of the actors in three different
plays," said Greenfield. "You start to
feel like you know the actors, because
you see them walk out of a restaurant
or around the theaters. I feel this
intensely personal relationship (with
the actors), and it's really been all the
characters they've been playing."

This year, the productions at
Ashland included Cyrano deBergerac,
Pericles ("I expect to see this one
maybe once or twice in my lifetime,"
said Greenfield of this rarely produced
play), The Two Gentlemen of Verona,
hunting Cockroaches and more.
There are three theaters at Ashland,
and each has it's own atmosphere and
allows the actors differing degrees of
intamacy with the audience. The
festival at Ashland runs from February
seventeenth to the twentyninth of
October this year.

'I feel this intensely
personal relationship (with the
actors), and it's
really been all of
the characters
they've been
playing.'
Well, if you've worked yourself into
a froth anticipating a weekend lark to
Ashland (which is only seven miles
from the California border) that would
culminate in seeing Much Ado About
Nothing, you'd better save the gas
money.
Unless you have tickets, you don't
have a great chance of getting in. If
you are still determined to go, show up
at 'the bricks' early in the day. It's the
place on the grounds where everyone
sells unwanted tickets, and apparently
you can usually get what you're
looking for. Good luck!

The Elizabethan Stage at Ashland, modeled after the Globe Theater.

Joe Jackson is the man
By Matt Goldstein

Staff Writer

Midway through his set last
Wednesday night at the Paramount
Theater in Seattle, Joe Jackson quoted
a review of one of his recent shows.
The reviewer had said that "...in this
summer of huge tours like the Who
and the Rolling Stones, it would be a
shame if the Joe Jackson tour went
unnoticed." It could not have been said
any better. Jackson provided two and a
half hours of amazing music in one of
the most relaxed atmospheres I've ever
experienced at a concert.
Jackson took the stage to the
opening notes of "You Can't Get What
You Want (Till You Know What You
Want)" wearing mustard colored pants,
a green shirt and purple jacket. His ten
piece band, which included Graham
Maby, the only bass player Jackson's
ever had, also included two guitarists, a
keyboard player, a female backup
singer and keyboardist, a drummer and
a tight four piece horn section. The
attitude on stage was very casual, with
the line-up of musicians on stage
constantly changing, in order to
provide a fresh approach to many of
Jackson's best known songs. Jackson
danced around the stage acting more
like a big band leader, counting out the
beat and signaling musicians to start or
stop playing.
The show's set was split into four
seperate sections, with the first and
fourth giving Jackson and the band a
chance to rework songs like "Steppin'

Out", "Is She Really Going Out With
Him?" and "A Slow Song." The
highlight of the last set was the
Jumpin' Jive medley, which included
Cab Callaway's "Jumpin' Jive" and
Louis Jordan's "What's the Point of
Gcttin' Sober (When You're Just
Gonna Get Drunk Again)."

'The highlight of the
last set was the
Jumpin' Jive medley,
which included
Cab Callaway's
"Jumpin' Jive...'
The middle of the show was a
showcase for Jackson's latest record
"Blaze of Glory." The album was
played in sequence, and each part had a
different theme. The first side was
dedicated to Jackson's youth and his
memories of that time. The second
side was dedicated to those people who
were thirtysomething and longed to be
young again. The highlight of that set
was Jackson's impersonation of Elvis
during the song "Nineteen Forever."
This was by far the most
enthusiastic and playful concert I've
seen in a long time. This was
Jackson's first local performance in
almost five years. I just hope we don't
have to wait another five years to see
him again.

The Washington State Historical Society
needs volunteers

Rare chance to work around artifacts
Be a part of the remodeling of the museum
Call today

593-2830
Joe Jackson's concert was a crowd pleaser. Joe remains the 'man'.
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Casualties of their own greed
By Matt Goldstein
Staff Writer
One would assume with a director
like Brian DePalma and big name stars
like Sean Penn and Michael J. Fox
that Casualties of War would be an
outstanding film. Instead, we are
treated to some of the corniest dialogue
ever heard in a Vietnam film, along
with overblown scenes of macho
sexual boasting and vast amounts of
gore as a result of war. All of this
does little to further the public's
perception of Vietnam's effect on the
human condition, as earlier films like
Oliver Stone's Platoon and Stanley
Kubrick's Full Metal Jacket did with
vivid and striking reality. The only
insight this film provides is that
Vietnam turns men into horny,
tobacco chewing assholes..
Michael J. Fox plays PFC Erickson,
the only member of a five man
reconnaissance mission who refuses to
rape a Vietnamese girl who has been
kidnapped for the purpose of
"entertainment". The soldier behind
the kidnapping is the platoon's
sergeant, played with fiery emotion by
Sean Penn (who at times comes across
too much like DeNiro) in his best role
since Fast Times at Ridgemont High.
Fox is utterly hopeless in his portrayal
of a Vietnam grunt. His gun is bigger
than his body, and the audience will be
reduced to laughter when he gets his
first confirmed kill. Fox should stick
to playing harmlesvS, sweet characters
and leave the killing to the big boys.

Maybe he'll get a role in Friday the
13th Part 9- Jason Goes Back to the
Future.
DePalma's directing is average at
best. It is not as riveting as his earlier
works, like Carrie and Dressed to
Kill, but it definitely outdoes his
flops like Body Double and Tough
Guys. He turns down the chance to
have a suspensful ending, and settles
for a lame resolution, which proves to

DePalma's directing
is average at best.
It's not as riveting
as his older works..'
be a major disappointment, which is a
good description of the entire film.
I will not bore you with anymore
plot descriptions, let's just say there is
the usual gore, violence, stupid
Vietnam expressions like "ditty-bop",
"beaucoup", "cherry", and the typical
over-abundance of four-letter words that
have become standard practice in all the
movies of this genre.
With all the great movies released
this past summer and the great
potential this particular movie had
with a first rate cast and director, it's
too bad it turned out to be such a
stinker. Don't waste your cash on this
one, go see Batman or Lethal
Weapon 2 for the fourth time. You
won't miss much.

JOB CORNER

LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME OR SUMMER JOB?
Stop by the Student Employment Office,
located in the tan house across from the
SUB, next to the Kittredge art building,
and look into their job search resources.
You will find information about part-time,
temporary and summer jobs, both on- and
off-campus. The Student Employment Office
also has helpful resources such as maps and
transit schedules to assist you with your
search. Below are just a few examples of
what can be found on the part-time job board:
Deli Clerk
25/hour
Flexible Hours
Graphic Artist
50/hour
12-15 hours/week, flexible
Athletic Training Instructor
S6-7.00/hour, DOE
20 hours/week, flexible
Youth Leader
$6. 00/hour
12 hours/week, 4 days/week

COME IN TO THE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
TODAY TO REVIEW THESE AND OTHER
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
WE'RE OPEN 8:30am TO 4:30pm

Arts and Entertainrnen -tCalenda
Friday, Sept. 15- Cultural Event Serie
Actress Muriel Bach in "Freud Never
Said it Was Easy,' a one-woman show.
Join Bach as she dramitizes the lives of six
different women who all tried to fulfill :Freud's
prescription for a healthy human being: love
and work. Tickets are $5.00 general admissiqn
available at the Student Information Center
and the door. Call 756-3419.
Thursday, Sept. 21- William LaFleur, visiting
pro f essor from UCLA and a specialist in
Asian Studies, will present the Matsushita
Grant Lecture at 8:00 p.m. in McIntyre
Hall, room 003. For more information, call
756-3 1 48
Thru Tues., Sept. 26- Ongoing exhibition:
International Collage Art Exhibit.
Artists from South America/USA,

Kittredge goes international
By Kea Grulich
Staff Writer
Except for creative creatures, art
majors, or those of us with classes in
it's small dark rooms, Kitteredge Hall
is not a regular stop for most Puget
Sound students. The International
Collage Exhibition is a good reason to
change this. The exhibit features
graphic talent from as far away as
Ipanema, Brazil ("Brazil Experience"
by Sergio Maranhao) and as close as
Tacoma.
The gallery devotes an entire room
to the work of Michi Osaka of
Tacoma. Osaka, who received a B.A.
from Puget Sound and an M.F.A. and
B.F.A. from the University of
Washington, has thirteen pieces on
display. There are many oriental
influences present in her artwork,
including bits of calligraphy, but
elements of the Pacific Northwest
dominate the naturalistic content of her
art. "Toward Ecology, Peace and
Freedom" is one of her most powerful
works, depicting the struggle of fish
caught in a fisherman's net. Another
strong emotional piece is "WE are the
Peace" with human figures seeming to
fall from the matte. These two,

unfortunately, are not for sale, but
others can be had for a price.
The main room of the gallery is
devoted to the works of award-winners
such as "Onyx & Starlight" by
Michele Cooper, Ruth Ashley's
"Primary Dogs", and E.J. Eckles "80's
Woman III", featuring a Sea/Tac
baggage ticket and Brooke Shields'
head.
Some startling collages are
"Through the Looking Glass" by Linda
Hagemann with a three dimensional
effect, Faigee Niebow's "The Citadel"
full of harmonious images of medieval
mosaics, Virginia Lee Williams' round
"Megalith 500", and a personal favorite
"Art Attack" by Susan Jane Russel and
Sally Penley. This piece supplies
many quotes from famous artists such
as, "There is no MUST in art because
art is free"-Kandinski and "I wish they
would only take me as I am"- Vincent
Van Gogh.
The International Collage Exhibition
is on display until the 26th of
September. Kitteredge Gallery, located
on North Lawrence and 15th, is open
Mondays thru Fridays from 10:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. and on Sundays, 2:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Help elect

,DIS11 1):114 (0
to the School Board

Volunteers needed Safi. and Sun.
1 0:30 a.m. to noon
Call 759-7 1499
and leave a message
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"Do the Right Thing" leaves one viewer befuddled
By Antje Spethmann

for his autograph by several whites in
New York, he brushed them off saying
they were only interested because they
felt like it was the thing to do, and not
because they believed in his work. This
is not at all apparent in his film.
There are some problems with the
film which have nothing to do with the
plot. It was filmed in Lee's home
neighborhood in New York. Before
filming began, however, Lee cleaned out
all the drugs, prostitution, and filth in
the neighborhood. This leaves the street
looking like a walk down fairybook lane,
and the viewer wondering why the lapse
of reality. All the youths wear brand
new, high-fashion clothes, which also
seems a little unrealistic. These things
glare, yet actually have no bearing on the
purpose of the film.
Do the Right Thing centers around
Mookie, played by Lee, who is an innercity black youth. the father of a child by
his girlfriend Tina, and an employee of
Sal's Pizzeria.
Besides Sal and Mookie, Tino and
Vino, Sal's sons, work at the restaurant,
the only one of its kind in the

Contributing Editor
I am told to do the right thing, though

I'm not entirely sure what the right thing
really is.
It has been more than a month since I
saw Spike Lee's new movie, the Right
Thing, and in that time I have had
numerous discussions on the subject.
My conflict remains unresolved.
Before viewing I was warned: "this
film will not entertain you, it will make
you think." The warning was correct.
The film most definitely made me think.
And one thing I know for sure is that it's
very, very good.
Originally released at the Cannes Film
Festival, the film was expected to win
the award for best picture, though the
honor went to the less publicized Sex,
Lies and Videotape.
Lee, who starred in as well as directed
the film, has had previous successes with
Skool Daze and She's Gotta Have It.
Lee is extremely active in the fight
against racism, having made numerous
appearances with Jesse Jackson among
others. Many critics feel Lee has an
attitude problem. When recently asked

neighborhood. Other characters include
three men under a shade umbrella,
Mookie's sister Jane, the neighborhood
kids, the Mayor, Mother Sister, and
Radio Raheem.
In the beginning, life in the
neighborhood is in a somewhat strained
yet peaceful state of existence.
Tino, the elder son, is the only one
who is openly racist, although he is
basically an asshole anyway. Sal is
portrayed as the enlightened Italian. Vino
is androgynous, seemingly unaware of
the racial differences that surround him.
All other main characters are black.
Tensions begin to rise when one of the
youths demands to have some "Brothers"
adorning the 'wall of fame,' a place
where Sal has hung pictures of famous
Italian-Americans.
It escalates when Radio Raheem, who
carries a boom-box requiring 26 D-sized
batteries, is told to turn down his music.
In the end a confrontation breaks out at
Sal's. Sal destroys the 'box which
Raheem refuses to turn off. Raheem
attacks Sal. The police come. They kill
Raheem. Mookie starts a riot by
throwing a trash can through the
- "•■• , ;:‘"% t -:Is
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window. The pizzeria burns down.
Lee's message is not that all whites
are inherently racist. Otherwise Vino's
character would serve no purpose. Lee
also shows that racism is more than
black and white when he does a series of
quick flashes of racist statements that
include the blacks hating the Koreans
across the street, etc., which basically
has everybody hating everybody else.
The movie addresses blacks, not
whites, and I have no idea what they
might see the message as being.
Right before the credits roll, Lee runs
two quotes. The first is by Martin
Luther King, Jr. and says that violence is
never the answer. The second is by
Malcolm X, saying that he advocates the
use of violence in self-defense.
From my own, purely white point-ofview, Lee is letting us decide, though he
definitely states that racism is wrong.
As you see therein lies my conflict.
cannot decide. I know I must do the right
thing, and for me that is to free my mind
of racism and to support the effort to
eliminate it on a world-wide scale. But I
am still thinking about how Lce wants
me to go about doing the latter.
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From the publication of Albert Einstein's The
Meaning of Relativity in 1922, Princeton University
Press has been committed to bringing the writings of
leading scientists to a broad professional and general
audience. The Princeton Science Library now
presents our best (and bestselling) science books in
uniform, inexpensive, paperback editions.
Among the first titles are a new edition of The
Meaning of Relativity and the long-awaited paperback
release of QED: The Strange Theory of Light and
Matter, by the noted physicist Richard Feynman.
Princeton Science Library titles are featured in a
special display at selected bookstores nationwide,
including the bookstore listed below. Stop in and
browse. You may be surprised to discover just how
interesting science can be.
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Both Loggers 21 in alumni football
By Antje Spethmann
Sportsa Editor
Last Saturday, two teams of Loggers
took the field in Baker Stadium to play
football. It was the varsity against the
alumni, and in the end niether team was
the better. The game ended in a 21-21
tie.
With 12 seconds left on the clock, the
alumni trailed the 1989 varsity squad by
a score of 13 to 21.
Alumni Quarterback Rod Drivstuen
had thrown three incomplete passes in a
row and brought up a fourth and ten
situation, when he completed a 19-yard
pass to Alain Patton deep in the end zone
to keep alumni celebration hopes alive.
Patton caught the ball with no time
left on the clock.
The alumni then used the quarterback
draw to complete the two point
conversion, sending the game into a tie.
It took the alumni over twelve seconds
to execute the final play of the game, as
Drivstuen had trouble controlling the
snap and then had to scramble and throw
the football on the run to avoid the incoming varsity defenders.
The game, which ended so equally, saw
the alumni dominate the first half while
the varsity used the second half to secure
what it thought was imminent victory.
Play opened with the alumni, who
went 43 yards in seven plays to set up a
39 yard field goal by Jim Beckman which
put them ahead three to nothing after just
two minutes and four seconds of play.

Varsity scoring hopes were soon to
follow as they started with the ball on
their own 31-yard line and took nine
plays to reach the end zone before varsity
Quarterback Rick Mueller was intercepted
by alumnus Dick Crabb.
The alumni soon saw themselves in a
fourth and long situation and the punt
team was called to the field. But a
successfully executed fake punt sent
alumni number 10, Brad Goebel 92 yards
to score the first touchdown of the
afternoon and up the alumni lead to 10
with 5:20 left in the quarter.
On their next possession the varsity
was forced to punt and the alumni took
over needing four plays to set up a 26yard Beckman field goal. The alumni had
increased their lead to 13. the quarter had
not yet expired.
Redemption for the varsity followed on
the next possession when Mueller scored
the first varsity touchdown on a
quarterback keeper from one yard out.
Kicker Robert Gagnon added the extra
point. 11:45 remained in the half.
The varsity added its second, leadtaking touchdown with 4:28 left in the
abbreviated (12 minute) third quarter
when running back Kelly Clark carried
the ball 7 yards into the end zone.
Gagnon's extra-point attempt was good.
Just over two minutes later they struck
again, this time on a 1-yard run by
Mueller. The kick was good. They had
now gained a lead of 21-13.
Both teams remained scoreless in the

fourth, even shorter (10 minutes), period
until that fateful alumni pass which
ended the game.
In all, the alumni had 317 yards
offense, on 22 rushes for 26 yards and 14
completed passes out of 31 attempts for
291 yards. They were intercepted once.
The varsity confined their game to the
ground, rushing 51 times for 200 yards
while only 75 of their total 275 yards
offense came in the air.
Each team punted twice.
For the varsity, Freshman Gary
McCurty carried the ball 15 times to gain
76 yards, for a net gain of 72 yards, more
than one third of the team's offense on
the ground.
McCurty, who was highly recruited by
Puget Sound commented on his first
game as a freshman: "It didn't hit me. It
felt like I was dreaming, kind of. It was a
lot different from high school."
Being a freshman with so much
expected of you is scary according to
McCurty, who added, "I really shouldn't
think about it. When I start thinking
'I'm just a freshman,' that's when I make
mistakes."
"He'll be an excellent player here,"
commented Head Coach Ross Hjelseth.

College football teams often open their
seasons with alumni games to give them
an idea of how far they have progressed
during training camp, and because college
athletics lacks the time and the money to
stage exhibition games. Alumni play
alumni games to get involved again--to
see what they can still do, to play the
game just one more time, and to win.
"All the facets of the game gave us
what we wanted," said Hjelseth, "It was a
great experience."
Hjelseth reiterated his comments last
week on the importance of having a
game situation before the onset of the
season. Besides that, the game also
provided the Logger varsity with a
competitive opponent, and a chance to
feel what it is like to battle back from an
early deficit.
"The alumni showed us offense and
defense we hadn't practiced for," noted
Hjelseth. Among the plays were the nohuddle offense and the fake punt.
"We got to face [these tactics] and it
was a really good learning experience,"
he added.

see Football page 9

Loggers to battle Lutes tonight
By Brandon Huck
Staff Writer
Get braced for action. Tonight, the
Puget Sound football team plays the
Pacific Lutheran University Lutes in the
64th annual Battle of Tacoma. Kickoff
will be at 7:00 pm in the Tacoma Dome.
General admission is $7 at the door.
The rivalry promises to produce
another exciting game, with the Loggers
seeking revenge for last year's 30-7
defeat. Tonight signifies the beginning
of the 1989 Columbia Football
Association season. Most importantly,
it is the Loggers' first Mt. Rainier
League challenge. More than 10,000
fans are expected to attend the game.
This cross-town college series dates
back to 1926, with the Loggers carrying
a 43-15-5 overall advantage against the
Lutes. 1989 marks the seventh time the
match has been held in the Tacoma
Dome.
Puget Sound head coach Ross Hjelseth
enters his fifth year at the helm, having
already compiling a 23-19 record. He

hopes to improve on his 1-3 mark in his
previous meetings with PLU.
With the advance preparation, large
number of returning team members and
enthusiasm, it appears that this team
might be able to carry the day. Forty-six
letterman return from a squad that has a
4-5 season a year ago. This list includes
15 starters (six on offense and nine on
defense) who know the league and the
quality of play that can be expected.
Several players will provide leadership
for the team. One of those will most
likely be Honorable Mention AllAmerican linebacker, senior Jeff
Johnson. Other Loggers leading the team
will include senior quarterback Rick
Mueller, senior wide receiver Dan
Matheson, sophomore running back
Kelly Clark, senior offensive lineman
Greg Bennet and senior defensive back
Mark McDonald.
Before the game the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity's Football Run
Against Cancer will be held. This run is
a charity event which benefits the
American Cancer Society.

Logger Line
Football: The loggers battle the Lutes tonight.
Volleyball: The spikers will compete in the Whitworth Tourney this weekend.
Men's Soccer: Men's soccer finds itself competing in the Capilano Tourney
over the weekend.
Women's Soccer: The Far West Classic is this weekend and the Loggers will
be competing.

--
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Volleyball plays in California
By Karl Zener
Staff Writer
On Thursday, September 7, at one oclock in the afternoon, the Logger
volleyball team loaded into a van headed
toward the University of California,
Davis.
The team took the fifteen hour van ride
in order to compete in a thirty-two team
tournament. They suffered only one
possible set-back: the absence of two
senior team members.
Fourth year Logger, Cheryl Mason,
one of the team's best players was out
with bruised discs in her back, while
Captain Dec Dee Cook was attending a
wedding.
Day one of the tournament consisted of
"pool play," which means that no teams
are eliminated, but rather placed into
respected brackets or divisions.
The Loggers played only teams that
were in higher divisions than themselves,
and managed to salvage only one game
against Sacramento State.
On Saturday the Loggers played
another exhaustive schedule of three
games. They won two games against UC
Davis to fare slightly better than on
Friday.

Coach Robert Kim was pleased with
the performance of his team.
"Everyone felt good and it was nice for
the team just to get their feet wet in the
tournament," said Kim.
Kim also feels the team needs to find
its own identity since there is no
superstar on the team.
Seven Loggers return from last year-two sophomores, two juniors, and three
seniors, while five freshmen were added
to the roster.
Team goals include doing well at
Districts and making it to Nationals.
"With the return of the missing
seniors, we should have a strong team
and hopefully make it to Nationals," said
freshman Heather Walloch.
"The idea of going to Nationals is a
scary one because it seems so high, but I
feel it's realistic," Kim added.
Kim was also apprehensive to say how
the Loggers would do against the teams
on their district this year because each
team gets new players each year.
Volleyball action will continue for the
Loggers this weekend when the they get
their first taste , of district competition in
the Whitworth tournament.

••••••• • • • • • • ••••••• • • • • • •
rocFreshmen
woman:

Seahawks in trouble,
but hiking is a must
and dome will be fun

Your time is almost here!
Get excited for Rush 1990!

Go Greeks!

Battinci Around:

By Ante Spet mann
Sports Editor

Strike One: It seems the lacrosse team is not going to be defeated. Posters have
been up all over announcing an interest meeting for men's lacrosse. The controversy
over where they are to practice continues. The University now says they can practice,
just on a different field. The conflict lies in scheduling a time when the fields are free.
Last week I had fun with the issue but now it is time to be serious. The University
uses lacrosse, club or otherwise, to lure students to attend. It should fund the team, but
at the very least stop, making it practically impossible for them to exist.
Ball One: I apologize to David Harlan. He knows why.
Ball Two: I happen to be very sick of baseball, and the pennant race is yet to come.
Just a personal opinion.
Strike Two: The outdoors is something we do not cover in the sports section of
The Trail, although that is where it rightfully belongs. Let me just say that the
outhouse went camping and hiking this weekend and had a marvelous time according to
some close friends of mine. Remember, you do not have to look like an
environmentalist, be an environmentalist, or even associate with the issue of
environmentalism to enjoy a little fresh air and some of the world's most beautiful
scenery. I encourage you to take advantage of the Pacific Northwest (glorious as it is)
and the outhouse, and go hiking. I intend to.
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Ball Three: I will be missing the dome game tonight. Not lacking the desire to
attend, duty calls me to the News Tribune, who already have a writer to cover our
humble university. I would like to encourage you all to go. Support the team, no
matter what you think their chances are. I personally am not betting on PLU, and am
very excited about the football team. No matter what, it should be fun.
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Strike Three: Getting off campus, let me just comment on the Seahawks, who will
need more good luck than they deserve to salvage their season. The Seahawks have no
defense. The Seahawks have a flakey quarterback (who mispronounces his name). The
Seahawks had Steve Largent. Largent was my favorite part of the team, not to
mention the part that won games for them. Ahh, I know he didn't do it single
handidly, but no one does it better.
While his team was being pulverized last weekend, Largent was in the x-ray room
finding out that he had suffered a broken elbow. He is expected to return in six weeks,
but by then the damage could be to severe.
Oh, what to do?
Ah, but it could be worse. The Seahawks do find themselves in a pretty uncompetitive
division this year.
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Track undergoes repairs
By Antje Spethmann

Football

?_J 4 U Oill
XU

Sports Editor
Baker Stadium was closed Monday,
Sept. 11 so that work could begin on the
resurfacing of the track.
The current track was laid in 1979 or
1980 according to the best estimation of
Athletic Director Dick Ulrich.
"I think ours is definitely beyond the
average life-span," Ulrich commented
when asked about the average life-span of
a track.
Intracor Intercontinental Trading
Corporation (IITC) of Lake Oswego,
Oregon will be laying the track surface,
called Intrac 3. Made of black SBR
rubber which is bound together with
synthetic laytex binders, the new track is
expected to last eight to ten years.
IITC promotes the surface materials as
creating a "highly resiliant running
surface," which will not become overly
hard in cold weather or too soft in the
heat. The new surface is also expected to
reduce injuries.
The work, which is being coordinated
by the plant department, is scheduled for
completion on Sept. 23.
The price of the repair is $68,000.

Jeremy Morris , resident of the country/disco house practices his golf swing with a three iron.
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Hjelseth was also able to note
deficiencies in team play, for instance,
not being able to hold on to a lead. His
team has now had the chance to work out
those bugs before tonight's game.

Hjelseth concurred that if there was
ever a game to tie this would be it.
"No Logger team lost that day," he
concluded.
The Loggers open their regular season
against eighth-ranked division arch-rival
Pacific Lutheran tonight at the Tacoma
Dome.
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Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop management and leadership skills. Builds your self-confidence.
And makes you a desirable candidate in the job market.
There's no obligation until your junior year, but stick
with it and you'll have what it takes to succeed —while
you're in college and once you graduate.
Find out more. Contact Greg Berry at 535-8741.
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Your wife's cuticle trimmer!?
Cuticle trimmer!!? Where is
your family headed?
Hungary?!

Staff Editorials

Hungary brings freedom
to vacationing E.Germans
Some amazing things are happening in our world. Poland is being ruled by a noncommunist led coalition. The Soviet Union held contested elections last year.
Columbia is cracking down on its druglords. South African Prime Minister Botha was
forced to resign over the summer. And last Sunday the Hungarian government opened
its borders to let all East Germans pass freely into the West.
Recently, in an unprecedented move, the Hungarian government cut down the fences
which ran along its western borders. Since then, 65,000 East Germans have traveled
into Hungary, one of the easiest countries for them to get travel visas to, and have
continued across the border into Austria. Until last Sunday, most of them had to sneak
across the border into Austria because the border patrol would return to East Germany
all those attempting to flee to freedom in the West. (East Germans are automatically
given citizenship if they can reach West Germany.) At the same time, thousands of
East Germans were traveling to Hungary to seek refuge in the West German embassy
there. Then the Hungarian government took the next step, which was to actually
sanction the free passage of East Germans to the West.
The Hungarians are to be commended for their open-mindedness and their rationality,
and for actually having the guts to do it. Of course the East German government, one
of the most repressive of the East bloc countries, will likely stop allowing its citizens
to visit Hungary.
Yet it is still amazing. And it inspires hope.

Helms tries to recreate
American art in his image
Senator Jesse Helms from North Carolina has proven himself to be quite an
authority when it comes to the arts. Like most self-professed art critics, he has a
standing set of criteria by which he judges the artistic value of a work. Of course, being
a conservative republican as well as an art buff, he restricts his criticism to those
works of art funded with government money. This means work by recipients of grants
from the National Endowment for the Arts. Helms has deemed recent work paid for by
NEA grants--namely by visual artists Andres Serrano and Robert Mapplethorpe-"indecent and obscene" and therefore, not art. Helms, in a debate in the Senate over
how much money should be allocated to the NEA, elaborated his aesthetic philosophy
in the form of an amendment to the bill which provides the organization's funding. The
NEA shall not, if Helms has his way, fund any artist who produces work that is
"obscene or indecent," including pieces that contain "homoeroticism" and "individuals
engaged in sex acts." Nor shall any grantee "denigrate the objects or beliefs of the
adherents of a particular religion or nonreligion" or include anything "which denigrates,
debases, or reviles a person, group, or class of citizens on the basis of race, creed, sex,
handicap, age, or national origin."
The contents of this amendment, which passed in the Senate but must still face
opposition in the Conference Committee before it can become law, tell us how Helms,
the art authority, views art. Art cannot be offensive to anyone, it cannot be
provocative or challenge the views of the majority and enjoy government support.
What good does free expression do for us any way? Certainly, in the Senator's view, it
does not do us the same sort of good as nuclear weapons and Contras and other "more
desirable" government-funded activities. In Jesse Helms' America, free expression has
little role to play whatsoever.

Opinion

We belong in outer space
By Robert Reynolds
Contributing Editor
A couple of weeks ago, Voyager 2 left our insignificant little solar system behind
after accumulating and sending back to earth information and countless pictures of our
miniscule corner of the galaxy. Having watched the progress of the Voyager 2
spacecraft from its launching, I felt suddenly empty when I had seen the last photos of
Neptune and it's rings and moons, knowing that it was the last stop on a fascinating
trip through the solar system. I was grateful for the thrills and for having my curiosity
appeased, yet like the end of a good book I was left wanting more. It took me several
days to admit to myself that there may never be any more because of the shortsightedness of many American people. They tend to believe that the space program
should be "put on hold" for now, so that money and energy can be focused on "earthly
concerns." It is exactly this unwillingness to look at the big picture that could lead to
our destruction as a race.
Almost everyone will admit that they are fascinated with space exploration. It is
human nature. We have been, and always shall be, and must be, pioneers. Simple
logic dictates that space exploration is essential to human survival. Where else are we
going to expand to? With more and more people crowding the earth, more people
living longer, and less food to feed everyone, we have no choice but to eventually
reach out to the stars. Pretty soon the excuse that "we must make things right on
Earth fffst" won't work anymore, and by that time it will be too late. We must invest
in the future now. There are, undeniable, earthly problems which must be dealt with.
But if we keep trying to make this a perfect world before we go on to others, mankind
is doomed. We'd still be in Europe if people had waited for perfection.

'Simple logic dictates that space
exploration is essential to human survival.
Where else are we going to expand to?'

People argue, "And just how are we supposed to pay for this?" Sacrifices, I say.
You don't get something for nothing. Cut a bit off of the defense budget, cut some
aid to foreign governments, maybe split the costs with the Soviets or other countries.
If our government can promise billions to fight a hopeless drug war, then surely it can
find a few billion dollars to give NASA in order to insure continued progress in space
exploration, to insure the human race a place to expand before we kill each other off.
Progression of our species into space is a goal for the future that we all must begin
here in the present. The probes Voyager 1 and 2 blazed a trail to the stars. Now it is
time for us to follow it.
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Commentary

Dark images of racism thrive in the media
By Andy James
Contributing Editor
The early mechanisms of the new, unprejudiced media were always easy to spot. If
Sesame Street showed a film with four children playing, one would be black, one
would be Asian, one Hispanic, and one white. Sometimes the equation would be
different—perhaps a Native American child or some other ethnicity—but the math was
unvarying. This was the media's response to objections of civil rights groups. They
filled their quotas of positive ethnic role models and figured it would be enough.
Well it wasn't—and still isn't—enough. The media, even while they parcel out
their concessions, have let ugly traces and undercurrents of racism slip through the
seams, and old prejudices and ignorances are still as alive as ever.
Consider, for example, the way Asians, particularly Japanese, are portrayed.
Consider a Western Union ad currently running: the Japanese all dress alike, they move
in packs, they're regimented—all the stereotypes Japanese have to overcome in this
country—and it's used as a great laugh that they all gesture and mug in unison. The
news media has done its best to dramatize the "threat" the Japanese, bloodthirstily set
upon ownership of the United States, are presenting. Media "experts" trot out their
defensive "analyses" of the Japanese mind: yes, they're industrious, but they're not as
creative as we are, they can't think as individuals, they're afraid to stick their necks out.
These are the tenets of the new hatred of Japan that's seething in the media, and they're
largely unnoticed.

'Old prejudices and ignorances are
still as alive as ever.'
Native Americans, too, get their share of stereotypes; when they're the center of
"message" movies dramatizing their cultures they're solemn, stoic, filled with continual
reverence, lifeless. When they're the subjects of documentaries, they're desperate and
fragmented, chronic alcoholics, impoverished. Neither viewpoint captures any of the
true character of Native Americans. More importantly, they're not treated as individuals.
Even when the slant is noble, "on the side" of Native Americans, they're flattening
them, not giving them a chance to breathe.
Hispanics are barely existent in the media; barring "La Bamba" or the rise and fall

L

of Freddie Prinze, they arc barely heard. When they are, they're standing on L.A. street
corners gang members or Don Johnson is tracking them down and rooting out their
drug empires.
Blacks have always taken the majority of the beating in the media, but many figure
that "The Cosby Show" and Do the Right Thing will solve the problem. It won't.
Too many movies about civil rights, for example, don't give blacks a chance to tell
their own stories; Cry Freedom, Mississippi Burning, and, reaching back, To Kill a
Mockingbird, all told the stories of courageous black men through white man's eyes,
as if the stories of the men themselves, told from their own point of view, would not
be interesting to white viewers. It puts the blacks, especially in Mississippi Burning,
in the role of helpless victims and noble white men as their generous defenders. When
will the heroes' stories by told by the heroes themselves?
And, of course, there is exclusion. Consider recent movies in which black actors
were probably not even considered: Rain Man, Working Girl, The Accidental Tourist;
Indian Jones and the Last Crusade did not even have one black character in it. At least
that was better than its predecessor, Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom, with its
ugly portrayal of Middle Easterners—they were that indeterminate—as wild-eyed infidel
lunatics.
It's clear that once the placid media surface is scratched, there is rigid intolerance for
non-whites underneath. Consider the philosophy of Axl Rose of Guns n' Roses, in his
song "One in a Million:" "Faggots and immigrants they make no sense to me/ They
come to this country and think they can do as they please/Like start some mini-Iran or
spread some f----in disease...nigger/ get away/ don't wanna buy any of your/ gold chains
today.
Or consider this slice of life with Adam Horowitz of the Beastie Boys printed in
Rolling Stone Magazine:
Horowitz bangs his head on a low lamp installed in the trailer.
'Ouch!' he exclaims. 'Mike was a chink for putting these in here.'
'chink' has replaced faggot as Horowitz' word of choice for anyone he
dislikes. 'I don't use it to refer to Japanese. I use it to talk about all
slant-eyes.
If we are to be rid of this hatred, the only way to go about it is to give non-whites
and people of different religious creeds a chance to present themselves, instead of
relying on a white media concerned with the bottom line of demographics and meeting
budgets. The only way to dispel the myths and stereotypes is to put control in the
hands of people who reject them, who can't afford to live with them, who see, and
understand, the hatred they spread.
It

Letters

Fetus lives to
write this letter

To the Editor:
In Ellen Messer's speech last
Wednesday, she related several stories
that showed the ills of making abortion
illegal. In response to this, I would like
to submit another story from the same
time period as hers (pre 1973).
During the summer of 1966, a Seattle
teenager learned that she was pregnant.
Because abortion was not considered an
option at that time, she decided to have
the baby put up for adoption. That
December, she gave birth to a small baby
boy. Since his birth, she has never seen
him. By now you may have correctly
guessed that this baby boy is, in fact,
myself.
Now, for the sake of argument, let's
modify things just a bit. Instead of 1966,
suppose it is the summer of 1976.
Abortions are now legal and readily
available, and public opinion has made it
an acceptable solution to the problem of
an unwanted pregnancy.
From what I know about my natural
parents, it is a reasonable assumption
that my natural mother would have had
an abortion. Both her and my natural
father were in their late teens and, to the
best of my knowledge, unmarried. I have
read that 99 out of every 100 babies
adopted in the U.S. come from unwed
parents. While I cannot confirm this
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statistic, it does seem to be a reasonable
one. Now if abortion is the best solution
to unwed and unwanted pregnancies, as
Messer seemed to support, then would
not my mother have had an abortion? If
she had an abortion, she could have gone
on with her life. Another consequence of
her decision would be that you would not
be reading this letter.
It seems to me that Messer's thesis
was that abortion is the best solution to
the problem of unwanted pregnancies.
What I want to know is, is it really the
BEST solution? What about alternatives
such as adoption? Any couple who wants
to adopt a baby must wait five to eight
years to get one. Two years ago, the
Seattle P-I reported that over 20 percent
of the crisis pregnancy clinics in the area
had no idea how to set up an adoption.
Are the girls that consult these agencies
really hearing every option available to
them?
If not, I only hope Messer and other
pro-choice activists would tell them
before they advocate abortion. As in my
case, it may mean the difference between
life and death.
Sincerely,
Kyle Gay

Avoid plagiarism
To the Editor:
I was glad to see an advertisement by a
term-paper company in last week's Trail
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because it gives me the opportunity to
inform students new to the University
that the submission of plagiarized work,
including papers obtained from such
companies, is a form of academic
dishonesty subject to severe penalties.
(See pages 4 to 8 of the current
Academic Handbook, which is available
at the Registrar's Office.)
Those intent upon purchasing a degree
without the trouble of acquiring an
education can undoubtedly find ways to
do so without the expense and
inconvenience of attending the University
of Puget Sound.
Sincerely,
William Breitenbach
Associate Professor of History

RHA appreciates
An open letter to the residents of the
halls:
Your Residence Hall Association
(RHA) would like to thank the more than

72% who have paid their ten dollar
activity fee. As this percentage grows
over the next few weeks, the newly
elected RHA will be planning the
distribution of these and other funds for
your benefit. This year you can look
forward to strong RHA support for hall
programs as well as an improved Casino
Night and greater participation in
traditional campus events like
Homecoming and Spring Weekend. As
always, RHA needs your input to make
its planning most effective, so if you
have any suggestions or questions, be
sure to call your hall president. With
your support, RHA will make life in the
halls better for everyone.
Sincerely,
David Eldred
RHA Council Chair

OE)

Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of
Puget Sound. Opinions and advertisements published by The Trail do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students, the University , or its Board
of Trustees. Staff editorials (unsigned editorials) are the majority opinion of the core
staff unless otherwise stated. Guest opinions are printed at the discretion of the
Editor. The Trail reserves the right to edit letters over 300 words due to space
constraints. Otherwise, letters arc printed as received. All letters must have a
signature and a phone number, and are due by Tuesday at 5 p.m. Anonymous letters
will only be minted in specia: circumstances at the discretion of the Editor. Letters
and other correspondence may be addressed to: The Trail, University of Puget
Sound, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA, 98416.
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Free Coca Cola with
Any Pizza Purchase!

627-8844
3602 Center St.
No coupon neccessary
valid U.P.S. ID
required
Small 10" One Topping
$4.41

—

10"
small

1— topping =

$ 4.41

The
Delivery
Specialists

12"
med.

The
Delivery
Specialists

Large
Pepperoni
Pizza
Only $5.25

!

plus tax
plus 2 12oz. cokes

one

10"
sm.

14"
lg.

Feeding Frenzy
Ex-Large
2 Item Pizza
(Plus 48 oz. of pop)
only

Plus 24 oz. of pop

1 coupon per pizza
Good at particirating
locations . Not good with any
other offer. Plus sales tax.
Exp. 8/18/89
Cash value 1/20 of 1 cent.

GOS

)

1/

$8.49

16"
xlg.

not good with any other coupon

627-8844

627-8844

3602 Center St. and Union

3602 Center St. and Union

One Coupon per
Pima Expires 1/1/90

One Coupon per
Pizza Expires 1/1/90

+ sales tax

+ sales tax
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